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The Hummingbirds laugh and enjoy themselves as they
work.
With laughter and a touch of nostalgia recall the
sweetness of your beloved hometown. Kinkades
endearing paintings stroll alongside quotations from
favorite authors who explore the timeless character and
charm of Hometown, USA.
Share your love for Coraline with this deluxe stationery
set inspired by the tale of a young girl’s journey to the
eerie, haunted Other World and her heroic return to
reality. Enclosed in a special keepsake box, this set
includes a hardcover 192-page journal, a wax stamp, 2
wax sticks, 20 pieces of letterhead paper, 20 matching
envelopes, and a spooky, button-themed paperweight.
Chronicle your journey to becoming a pirate legend with
this journal based on Rare’s pirate adventure game Sea
of Thieves. Rare’s epic shared-world adventure game
Sea of Thieves invites players to live the essentials of
the pirate life while on a quest to become a legend.
Whether crewing up with friends or sailing solo, players
will embark on exciting voyages to explore treasure-filled
islands, combat fierce creatures and undead raiders, and
take part in epic ship battles in a world where every sail
on the horizon means a crew of real players. With this
deluxe hardcover journal, players can go beyond the
world of the game to record their own thrilling battles,
epic adventures, and exciting exploits. The Sea of
Thieves Hardcover Ruled Journal lies flat and contains
192 pages of high- quality heavy stock paper, perfect for
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writing down crew stats, strategies, and more.
KwangBin Baek
Relive the style, might, and glory of classic air warfare
with Flying Legends 2022, a 16-month wall calendar
featuring 13 full-color images of classic warplanes in
flight! Take to the skies with the legendary warbirds
pictured in this stunning calendar. With a handy page
that shows the months of September, October,
November, and December 2021, followed by individual
pages for the months of 2022, each photo is
accompanied by all the fun-to-memorize stats for each
plane, including its ceiling, its bombload, and the
powerplant where it was built. The 17" × 12" calendar
images are the perfect size for framing, so when 2022
comes to an end, you can continue to admire these
mighty warplanes. This is a great gift for the history nut,
military buff, or veteran in your life. From launch to
landing, Flying Legends 2022 will have you feeling skyhigh all year!
Road maps are accompanied by information on federallydesignated routes and trucking restrictions.
#1 Amazon Best Seller — Welcome to the farm! The Cut
Flower Garden: Erin Benzakein is a florist-farmer, leader
in the locaflor farm-to-centerpiece movement, and owner
of internationally renowned Floret Flower Farm in
Washington's lush Skagit Valley. A stunning flower book:
This beautiful guide to growing, harvesting, and
arranging gorgeous blooms year-round provides readers
with vital tools to nurture a stunning flower garden and
use their blossoms to create show-stopping
arrangements. Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden: Cut
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Flower Garden is equal parts instruction and
inspiration—a book overflowing with lush photography of
magnificent flowers and breathtaking arrangements
organized by season. Find inspiration in this lush flower
book: Irresistible photos of Erin's flower farm that
showcase exquisite blooms Tips for growing in a variety
of spaces and climates Step-by-step instructions for
lavish garlands, airy centerpieces, and romantic floral
décor for every season If you liked Paris in Bloom, you'll
love Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden.
Celebrate the final season of HBO’s Game of Thrones with
this hardcover ruled journal, based on Daenerys Targaryen’s
dragon, Viserion, after his shocking transformation by the
Night King. Featuring a unique sculpted cover and a textured
case, this hardcover journal lies flat when open and includes
192 ruled pages, a ribbon placeholder, an elastic band, and a
back pocket for storing keepsakes and mementos.
2021 planner with monthly calendars and weekly spreads.
"One of the funniest peole ever to tap tap on a PC."
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER Not since George Bush's
memorable dinner with the Japanese prime minister has the
Land of the Rising Sun seen the likes of a goodwill
ambassador like Dave Barry. Join him as he belts out oldies
in a karaoke bar, marries a geriatric geisha girl, takes his first
bath in public, bows to just about everyone, and explores
culture shock in all its numerous humorous forms, including:
Failing to Learn Japanese in Only Five Minutes (Or: "Very
Much Good Morning, Sir!") ; Humor in Japan (Take My Tofu,
Please!); Sports in Japan ("Yo, Batter! Loudly Make it Fly!"),
and more.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for
painting happy clouds, mountains, and trees -- Happy Little
Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one
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delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the
magic that takes place on his canvas in twenty-six television
minutes-all while dispensing little branches of wisdom. His
style and encouraging words are a form of therapy for the
weary, but with Bob it is always about more than painting.
There is a hidden depth within his easy chatter, another layer
to everything he says. When he talks about painting, he's
using it as a metaphor for life! Happy Little Accidents: The Wit
and Wisdom of Bob Ross opens with an introduction and brief
biography of Ross, followed by a collection of Ross's greatest
quotes and most majestic works of art. Relax. Unwind. Be
inspired.
Laminated and spiral bound Motor Carriers' Road Atlas for
heavy-duty users. The #1 selling trucker's road atlas in North
America is as tough as the rig you're driving. With its
laminated pages and spiral binding, the Deluxe Motor
Carriers' Road Atlas can stand up to all of the wear-and-tear
from the road. Save time and money with this easy to use
atlas. Other Features: Durable, laminated pages stand up to
stains and liquids, and won't show signs of normal wear-andtear. Tough spiral binding allows the book to lay open easily.
Detailed coverage of state and national designated routes.
Updated restricted routes, low clearance, and weigh station
locations. 22-page mileage directory including more than
40,000 truck-route-specific, city-to-city mileage. Road
construction and conditions hotlines. Updated coverage of
hazardous materials regulations. Easy-to-use chart of state
and provincial permit agency phone numbers and websites.
Spiral Binding. Dimensions: 11.25" x 15.375"
Marvel Comics: Black Panther Deluxe Note Card Set (With
Keepsake Book Box)Insights
Jurassic World is the long-awaited next installment of the
groundbreaking Jurassic Park series. T. rex’s, velociraptors,
triceratops—as well as some all-new dinosaurs—will roar
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across the screen in this epic action-adventure directed by
Colin Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, Ty
Simpkins and Nick Robinson! This Deluxe Step into Reading
format is a great way for kids ages 4-6 to meet all the
dinosaurs from Jurassic World.
Disney Dreams Collection Thomas Kinkade Studios Disney
Princess Coloring Book captures the timeless magic of
classic Disney stories while allowing readers to create their
own interpretations. In this extraordinary Disney Princess
coloring book, sixteen scenes from Thomas Kinkade's Disney
Dreams Collection are presented in black line art. Enter the
world of the esteemed Painter of Light as you create your
own removable renditions of these paintings, inspired by
classic Disney movies like Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, Beauty and the Beast, and Sleeping Beauty.
2018 version of the OSINT Tools and Resources Handbook.
This version is almost three times the size of the last public
release in 2016. It reflects the changing intelligence needs of
our clients in both the public and private sector, as well as the
many areas we have been active in over the past two years.
The newest Sarah's Scribbles collection from New York
Times bestselling author and Goodreads Choice award
winner Sarah Andersen. The fourth book in the enormously
popular graphic novel series, the latest collection of Sarah's
Scribbles comics explores the evils of procrastination, the
trials of the creative process, the cuteness of kittens, and the
beauty of not caring about your appearance as much as you
did when you were younger. When it comes to humorous
illustrations of the awkwardness and hilarity of millennial life,
Sarah's Scribbles is without peer.
Violence permeated much of social life across the vast
geographical space of the European, Asian, and Islamic
worlds and through the broad sweep of what is often termed
the Middle Millennium (roughly 500 to 1500). Focusing on
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four contexts in which violence occurred across this huge
area, the contributors to this volume explore the formation of
centralized polities through war and conquest; institution
building and ideological expression by these same polities;
control of extensive trade networks; and the emergence and
dominance of religious ecumenes. Attention is also given to
the idea of how theories of violence are relevant to the
specific historical circumstances discussed in the volume's
chapters. A final section on the depiction of violence, both
visual and literary, demonstrates the ubiquity of societal
efforts to confront meanings of violence during this longue
durée.
Lonely Planet USA's National Parks is your passport to the
most relevant, up-to-date advice on all 59 of the USA's
nationally protected lands. Catch the country's 'first sunrise'
from the top of Cadillac Mountain in Acadia, take the drive of
your life on the Going-to-the-Sun Road in Glacier, and climb
the otherworldly rocks of Joshua Tree.
The author presents his own perspectives and techniques for
making play part of his classroom's learning experience;
includes QR code links to resources and templates.
The author of the controversial bestseller Brain Trust brings
his scientific expertise to the chilling true story of unexplained
phenomena on Utah's Skinwalker Ranch -- and challenges us
with a new vision of reality. For more than fifty years, the
bizarre events at a remote Utah ranch have ranged from the
perplexing to the wholly terrifying. Vanishing and mutilated
cattle. Unidentified Flying Objects. The appearance of huge,
otherworldly creatures. Invisible objects emitting magnetic
fields with the power to spark a cattle stampede. Flying orbs
of light with dazzling maneuverability and lethal
consequences. For one family, life on the Skinwalker Ranch
had become a life under siege by an unknown enemy or
enemies. Nothing else could explain the horrors that
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surrounded them -- perhaps science could. Leading a firstclass team of research scientists on a disturbing odyssey into
the unknown, Colm Kelleher spent hundreds of days and
nights on the Skinwalker property and experienced firsthand
many of its haunting mysteries. With investigative reporter
George Knapp -- the only journalist allowed to witness and
document the team's work -- Kelleher chronicles in superb
detail the spectacular happenings the team observed
personally, and the theories of modern physics behind the
phenomena. Far from the coldly detached findings one might
expect, their conclusions are utterly hair-raising in their
implications. Opening a door to the unseen world around us,
Hunt for the Skinwalker is a clarion call to expand our vision
far beyond what we know.
Celebrate everyone’s friendly neighborhood Spider-Man with
this set of three deluxe notebooks showcasing the comic
legacy of Marvel’s web-slinging hero. It’s your friendly
neighborhood Spider-Man! Since his Marvel Comics debut in
1962, Spider-Man has become one of the most iconic Super
Heroes of all time. Each notebook in this set features colorful
imagery and contains sixty-four pages of high-quality ruled,
blank, or grid paper—perfect for fans of Spider-Man and
Marvel Comics.
This introductory textbook describes the basics of supply
chain management, manufacturing planning and control
systems, purchasing, and physical distribution. The fourth
edition makes additions in kanban, supply chain concepts,
system selection, theory of constraints and drum-buffer-rope,
and need f

Photo tutorials show stitching in action for 50+ freemotion quilting designs to create modern quilts with
classic style! Popular blogger and designer, Natalia
Bonner, illustrates her instructions with detailed photos
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that make it easier to get beautiful results on your home
sewing machine. Learn how to quilt all-over, as filler, on
borders, and on individual blocks…using loops and swirls,
feathers and flames, flowers and vines, pebbles and
more! Includes tips for choosing batting and thread,
layering and basting, starting and stopping, and prepping
your machine are included. After you’ve practiced, show
off your new skills with six geometric quilt projects.
In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help,
society-help, and planet-help to shape the futures we
want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and
our minds are in a constant state of flux. They are a
stream of ever-mutating, emergent patterns. Rather than
steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy
teaches us to map and assess the swirling structures
and to read them as they happen, all the better to shape
that which ultimately shapes us, personally and
politically. A resolutely materialist spirituality based
equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist
and afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree brown, co-editor of
Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction from Social Justice
Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and
doula living in Detroit.
*Includes pictures *Includes a bibliography for further
reading The Industrial Revolution that unfolded in
Western societies at the dawn of the 19th century altered
daily life as a rapidly developing paradigm. One historian
suggests that in Europe and America, the highest known
form of technology was the pipe organ before the rise of
factories, steam drive combustion, and railway and
communication breakthroughs built upon the mastery of
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electricity and transformed the standard processes of
society. Such a rapid alteration of the prevailing world
seemingly took place in a historical instant that propelled
technology all the way to the age of powered flight. No
less affected were the technological accomplishments
that cast their influence over the wars so rampant in
Europe through the past centuries. Military weapons
benefited from various upgrades and innovations, even
as the soldiers and generals remained confined within
Napoleonic tactics while struggling to learn about the
new principles of physics and engineering. Technological
advancement within the field of mechanical engineering
experienced a golden age in the 19th century. Virtually
every profession that worked in the traditional materials
of wood and metal developed a capacity for precision
and functionality hitherto unknown. In the arena of
portable weaponry for both the military and civilian
population, several new inventions with endless
variations redefined American and international habits of
sport and war, not to mention exploration and frontier
survival. The traditional musket had changed little
through the previous century, and the insatiable quest for
a repeat-firing mechanism remained as the arms
industry's highest goal. The world knew that someone
would find the solution and that future wars would occur,
granting the nation to solve the riddle supremacy on the
battlefield. The results of this pursuit were ushered in by
several luminaries on the heels of an industrial revolution
that had reshaped British industrial technology only a few
decades prior. By the late 19th century, the nature of war
weaponry, new naval paradigms and the first imaginings
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of aviation as a primary component of battle required yet
another leap in technology. One single artisan arose
from among many talents to meet the new challenge at a
high level, far from the prestigious pistol and rifle
factories of Connecticut. John Moses Browning was
raised in what was at the time the "Wild West" of the
Utah Country. His educational upbringing was both
sparse and basic, but through the impetus of his father's
gun-making business, he would become the greatest
mind of the arms industry's modern age. Where Colt
labored over one solitary concept that eventually led him
to the modern repeating revolver, Browning's instinct
proved able to visualize concepts far above his formal
training and follow them through to a number of diverse
and functional weapons. Although Winchester emerged
into the greatest salesman of the modern repeating rifle
and gathered early designers such as Benjamin Tyler
Henry to his workshops, he was no inventor. Talents
such as that of Browning were to be absorbed by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company in order to
maintain an ongoing superiority in product lines and
sales numbers. The major weapons manufacturers soon
realized that there was no talent equal to that of the Utah
frontiersman, and in time he was employed by all the top
gun-makers in the United States and Europe, including
Fabrique Nationale in Belgium. There, he was granted
well-deserved respect and the right to see his inventions
find the light of day, sought after for so long. The breadth
of Browning's mechanical brilliance is evidenced by the
reality that his designs from the pre-World War I era are
still in production, and many are considered to be among
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the finest available models more than a century later.
The concept of "funds of knowledge" is based on a
simple premise: people are competent and have
knowledge, and their life experiences have given them
that knowledge. The claim in this book is that first-hand
research experiences with families allow one to
document this competence and knowledge, and that
such engagement provides many possibilities for positive
pedagogical actions. Drawing from both Vygotskian and
neo-sociocultural perspectives in designing a
methodology that views the everyday practices of
language and action as constructing knowledge, the
funds of knowledge approach facilitates a systematic and
powerful way to represent communities in terms of the
resources they possess and how to harness them for
classroom teaching. This book accomplishes three
objectives: It gives readers the basic methodology and
techniques followed in the contributors' funds of
knowledge research; it extends the boundaries of what
these researchers have done; and it explores the
applications to classroom practice that can result from
teachers knowing the communities in which they work. In
a time when national educational discourses focus on
system reform and wholesale replicability across school
sites, this book offers a counter-perspective stating that
instruction must be linked to students' lives, and that
details of effective pedagogy should be linked to local
histories and community contexts. This approach should
not be confused with parent participation programs,
although that is often a fortuitous consequence of the
work described. It is also not an attempt to teach parents
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"how to do school" although that could certainly be an
outcome if the parents so desired. Instead, the funds of
knowledge approach attempts to accomplish something
that may be even more challenging: to alter the
perceptions of working-class or poor communities by
viewing their households primarily in terms of their
strengths and resources, their defining pedagogical
characteristics. Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing
Practices in Households, Communities, and Classrooms
is a critically important volume for all teachers and
teachers-to-be, and for researchers and graduate
students of language, culture, and education.
American Illustration 38 presents the year's best
photographs from 2018 as selected by a jury of art and
design experts. From over 7,000 images submitted to
our annual competition, the jury selected only 362
illustrations to be presented in the oversized, beautifully
printed, deluxe, hardcover, 384-page annual award
book. The AI38 jury included: Christopher Brand, Crown
Publishing; Hannah K Lee, The New York Times; Janet
Michaud, Politico; Dennis Huyhn, Buzzfeed; Maria G.
Keehan, Smithsonian; Aaron Rinas, Art + Mechanical;
and Marianne Seregi, National Geographic.
Thomas Kinkade candidly shares his feelings and daily
routine as well as his insights in Lightposts for Living.
The book is a sincere gift from the heart, allowing a walk
down the path lit by Kinkade's vision of how good life can
be.
Pairing Steven N Meyers x-ray photographs of flowers
with new age inspirational messages. Similar to Gift of
Friendship.
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2022 Nordic Nights Planner - Forest Cottages Part of the
Nordic Nights series, this whimsical planner was inspired
by the folk styles and patterns of the Nordic countries.
This planner runs from January 1, 2022-December 31,
2022, and includes monthly spreads, contact pages,
holidays, To Do lists, plenty of space for notetaking, dot
grid journaling pages, and decorative images throughout.
Product Details: January 1, 2022-December 31, 2022
Whimsical matte cover Printed on high-quality white
paper 8.5x11 inches with plenty of space for notes

A handbook of survival and warfare for the citizens
of Woodstock Nation A classic of counterculture
literature and one of the most influential--and
controversial--documents of the twentieth century,
Steal This Book is as valuable today as the day it
was published. It has been in print continuously for
more than four decades, and it has educated and
inspired countless thousands of young activists.
Conceived as an instruction manual for radical social
change, Steal This Book is divided into three
sections--Survive! Fight! and Liberate! Ever wonder
how to start a guerilla radio station? Or maybe you
want to brush up on your shoplifting techniques.
Perhaps you're just looking for the best free
entertainment in New York City. (The Frick
Collection--"Great when you're stoned.") Packed with
information, advice, and Abbie's unique outlaw
wisdom ("Avoid all needle drugs--the only dope
worth shooting is Richard Nixon."), Steal This Book
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is a timeless reminder that, no matter what the
struggle, freedom is always worth fighting for. "All
Power to the Imagination was his credo. Abbie was
the best."--Studs Terkel
Using illustrated cut-out screens, this book allows
fans to project their favorite scenes from the Batman
comics at home with a flashlight. Now fans can
project their favorite scenes from the Batman comics
at home using a flashlight! Read along and answer
the call of your very own bat signal, play the part of
Robin, and fight off the Joker with this one-of-a-kind
tour through the action-packed moments from the
Batman comics.
The companion book to the documentary Arkansas
Dairy Bars: Neat Eats and Cool Treats. Food
historian Kat Robinson takes a deep dive into every
dairy bar in the state, sharing history, personal
stories and dishes you have to try.
Send your greetings from Wakanda with this deluxe
note card set inspired by Marvel's Black Panther
comics A warrior, a king, and an Avenger—the Black
Panther seeks justice for all those who suffer and
fights for the safety of his people. Featuring iconic
imagery from Black Panther's rich comic history, this
stunning deluxe notecard set captures the iconic
look and feel of Marvel comics. Including a pocket
journal, twenty note cards with stunning imagery,
envelopes, and sticker seals, this is the ultimate gift
for fans to share their love of Black Panther with
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friends near and far.
Complicity is a ground-breaking examination of the
legal culpability of the bystander told through the
lens of the author's family experiences in the
Holocaust. It provides an exploration of three distinct
events: the death marches; the German occupation
of Holland; and the German occupation of Hungary,
all of which allow an in-depth discussion of the role
of the bystander in varied circumstances. Through a
narrative of his parents' stories, Amos Guiora,
Professor of Law at the S.J. Quinney College of Law
at the University of Utah, author, and former
Lieutenant Colonel in the Israel Defense Fo.
Delve into the core of ethics today in your course
with the latest practical, applied coverage found in
Ferrell/Fraedrich/Ferrell's BUSINESS ETHICS 2009
UPDATE. Whether you use this book as a
supplement or primary text in your undergraduate or
graduate course, the accessible, up-to-date
approach provides unmatched insights into the
complex environment in which contemporary
managers make ethical decisions. The book's solid
managerial framework and new updates highlight the
latest developments in ethics and how they relate to
overall ethics concepts, processes, and best
practices used throughout successful business
ethics programs. Your students see how ethics can
play a critical role in key strategic business
decisions. Captivating new cases and engaging
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examples reflect today's most recent business
developments and crises. Rather than focusing on
intellectual reasoning alone or a philosophical
discussion of ideas, the book's proven learning
features help students prepare and practice
confronting the types of actual ethical dilemmas they
will face in today's business world. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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